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Optimizing Financial Performance of Assets Despite Market Conditions
In today’s tough times oil and gas executives have no choice but to do more with less and ensure that every decision 

improves their business. With the volatility of the commodities market, companies must remain nimble. However, that’s 

easier said than done. It’s a real struggle to run efficient operations, control costs and uncover savings opportunities 

while reducing overall financial risk.

That’s why leading midstream companies use PowerPlan solutions to optimize the financial performance of their 

assets regardless of market conditions.

Is your company striving to:

 •  Get the right operational, financial and regulatory data to the right stakeholders, at the right time so they can 

make the best financial decisions – not just for today but for the long term?  

 •  Understand the cash flow and tax ramifications of the assets involved in mergers, acquisitions and divestitures?

 •  Improve project controls, capital planning and forecasting assets?

PowerPlan can help. Designed specifically for the asset-intensive nature of the oil and gas industry, our platform 

provides a single view of all capital investment data, delivering insight at each stage of the asset lifecycle. Now, all 

stakeholders – from the CEO to the field operators – can access the data they need, at the level of detail they need, 

in order to make the right decisions.

“ We were aiming for a 10% ROI. PowerPlan brings so much expertise 
they delivered a 200% ROI on the project. They’ve gone above and 
beyond.” 

VP, EQT Corporation
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The Financial Transparency to Optimize 
Cash Flow  
We understand the struggle to monitor financial details of every asset 

– from creation to retirement. Historically data has been tracked 

with complex manual spreadsheets because of varying data needs 

across departments, but ensuring communication among operations, 

accounting, tax, regulatory and financial planning is a major challenge 

with this approach. 

PowerPlan provides the information and control needed to align asset 

strategy with the overall organizational goals with solutions including:

 •  Asset Management Planning – Delivers a comprehensive 

view of asset health and provides the information and control needed to align asset strategy with the overall 

organizational goals. 

 •  Budgeting and Asset Investment Planning – Provides better insight into capital and operations and 

maintenance (O&M) projects while providing real-time visibility into all costs, allowing stakeholders to monitor 

how projects are impacting overall financial performance.

 •  Fixed Assets Optimization – Tracks all asset data from creation to retirement and automates core and 

specialized accounting activities, improving project control and decision making.

 •  Regulatory Management – Helps companies better manage the complex rate case process by streamlining 

data capture, optimizing reporting and providing robust scenario analysis capabilities.  

 •  Tax Management – Enables tax departments to track all financial transactions related to an asset, ensuring 

real-time reconciliation of the book and tax value, while helping automate income tax and property tax filings.  

Your team gains better insight into capital and operations and maintenance (O&M) projects. By integrating with 

existing financial and operational systems and delivering real-time visibility into all costs, the PowerPlan suite helps 

monitor how projects are impacting overall financial performance. We make it easy to finally achieve an integrated view 

of asset data that’s required to optimize cash flow and boost financial performance.
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PowerPlan Delivers Benefits Across the Organization 

CFO
 •  Generate more cash

 •  Mitigate compliance risk

 •  Enable culture of cost management

 •  Improve EPS

CIO
 •  Reduce risk by eliminating custom code

 •  Offer prebuilt integration between systems

VP TAX
 •  Improve compliance

 •  Minimize taxes paid

 •  Reduce 3rd party fees

CAO/CONTROLLER
 •  Reduce audit risk & fees

 •  Proactive accounting

 •  Eliminate manual process

 •  No surprises

COO
 • Reduce accounting burden

 •  Improve bottom line cost management

 •  Create asset lifecycle transparency

VP REGULATORY
 •  Maximize / optimize rate cases

 •  Reduce 3rd party fees

 •  Provide consistent results for 

interrogatories 
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Sophisticated Insights. Powerful 
Performance.
With detailed asset data at each phase of the asset lifecycle, your 

team will be empowered to make better decisions and improve forecast 

accuracy, while skillfully navigating challenging market conditions. 

PowerPlan enables what-if analysis across all the departments, 

accessing all the same information, keeping everyone on the same page, 

instead of different departments finding different answers. It also helps 

teams assess the potential impact of key events such as an acquisition 

or divesture and the impact on both short and long term financial goals. 

The end result is more efficient operations and lower costs, all while finding savings opportunities and maintaining 

compliance. 

Contact us today to learn more about putting our proven solutions to work in driving powerful performance.

“ PowerPlan helps us manage growth by providing in-depth information 
about our asset portfolio and giving our team tools to analyze 
performance.”

VP and CAO, American Midstream
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